
Robin’s Summary of “My Data” Quiz ideas 
 
Reviewing our own course data should cause us to pause and consider what we can do to reach all of 
our students more effectively so that they all can succeed in our courses.  Even when our own data look 
pretty good, we can always do more, do better.   

What questions or concerns do your own course data raise for you? 
 
 Most respondents felt that their increased flexibility and outreach made a significant difference 

in improving their rates of success and drops.  Accepting “late” work, very lenient absence 
policies, following up emails with phone calls or texts had positive impacts. 
 

 Most faculty who had very good to excellent data on closing equity gaps are now turning to re-
examining their course content (reading lists, assignment types and topics) and course structure 
(timing, types of feedback/grading, overall approaches) 

 
Sometimes, multilingual students--particularly those new to the country and those who are immersed in 
an immigrant community--are confused about racism and anti-racist activism in the US.  They are 
sometimes victimized as a result of this naivete or confusion about racism. 

What can we do to help multilingual students improve their multicultural, multiracial literacy?  
 
 Most felt that offering historical context is particularly important for immigrant students.  Some 

immigrants do not understand the urgency of calls for anti-racist reforms or do not realize the 
history of peaceful protest in the US. 
 

 The need to be explicit in discussing race and racism and finding ways of calling out racist 
statements or bias without condemning the student was a common thread in responses to this 
question. 

 

What can a dean do to support our Black/African-American and Latinx students in particular? 

 Most respondents talked about the importance of making the topics of equity and anti-racist 
practices part of the regular conversations about doing our work at the college.  They feel it is 
crucial for everyone to be held accountable for how each of us is approaching this work, and 
deans have to be willing to engage in difficult conversations if need be to help faculty address 
equity. 

 
 Several also suggested that deans can do more outreach and try to connect with our Black and 

Brown students.  In our online environment, perhaps make videos and send them to students. 
When we’re back on campus, perhaps the dean can meet with students in small groups, visit 
classrooms, make more connections. 



DATA QUIZ – SUGGESTIONS (Q 5-7) 

Reviewing our own course data should cause us to pause and consider what we can do to reach all of 
our students more effectively so that they all can succeed in our courses.  Even when our own data look 
pretty good, we can always do more, do better.   

What questions or concerns do your own course data raise for you? 
Your Answer: 

• My success rate across the board is 86% which is a bit higher than the college's  69.54 percent 
average. . . . For last spring and summer, I taught almost exclusively online and I had very few 
drops and very few non-passing grades.   I think it's because I'm really flexible with due dates in 
these online classes.  As long as my students complete the work and do it well, they get full 
points.  I find that some students work a week ahead while others may fall a week 
behind.  When I'm giving feedback online, I always make sure to tell them thank you and how 
much I appreciate them for doing all of the work.  I don't think I really did that in my face-to-face 
courses.  I guess I've instituted a new online "coaching" approach to teaching.  I've also started 
giving my students timely reminders when there's a due date.  I've gotten good feedback on 
these "friendly reminders."     
 

• I feel like I'm reaching out 1-1 in all the ways I can (I email, text, call), so I feel I may need to 
restructure my class: perhaps it's the material, assignments, etc. that's setting up this high drop 
rate. 
 
I am aware that a lot of my courses need some revision and re-thinking. It's easier, of course, to 
stick with "tried and true" assignments that have always "worked," but...have 
they really worked, for everyone? Going forward, I will be making changes.  It will be a long 
process, but it is definitely one worth undertaking. | 
 

• I am currently working on revamping my assignments in my writing classes so that they are 
more accessible to a changing student population. 
 
 

-------------- 

Sometimes, multilingual students--particularly those new to the country and those who are immersed in 
an immigrant community--are confused about racism and anti-racist activism in the US.  They are 
sometimes victimized as a result of this naivete or confusion about racism. 

What can we do to help multilingual students improve their multicultural, multiracial literacy?  
 

• Read and discuss written works that address current events and social trends. 
 

• Perhaps we could introduce materials to them that focus on these deep-rooted issues in the U.S. 
and hold class discussions with them.  
 
For example, we could introduce biographies of those who experienced racial injustice, listen to 
speeches given by civil rights activists, and/or assign movies for students to watch and ask 
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students to engage with these materials using critical thinking skills.  
 

• Throw away your teacher ego and persona and LISTEN to your students.  Get to know the 
person behind the student.  Just because someone comes from a certain immigrant community 
doesn't mean they are not an individual with completely different views of the world.  Once you 
know these world views, start comparing and contrasting them with other perspectives in the 
class.  Build an understanding of what it means to live in a pluralistic, multicultural and 
multiracial society.  Bottom Line:  Be yourself as a teacher and learn as much from your students 
as they are learning from you.   Reading Amy Tan helps too. 
 

• This is where it's just so important to be really attentive to what they're writing and saying, the 
words they use, how they're communicating with peers. Then we have to have the confidence 
and empathy to be able to communicate to them with care. We can carefully offer them 
alternative ways of expressing themselves if they're using racially insensitive language, which is 
often just due to confusion. I've had so many conversations face-to-face and in feedback or 
emails with students to help them understand the implications or connotations of their 
language. I also teach and my curriculum and how I instruct is all meant to educate them to be 
more informed about the racial dynamics in this country. I try to provide them with the 
vocabulary and the opportunities to read about and consider what they might not have 
understood or seen in regards to race, gender, sexuality, language, etc. I'm not afraid at all to 
talk to students about it--it's all about approaching them with empathy and being sensitive not 
to ever talk down to or make assumptions about them. I like to start with questions and really 
listen, too.  
 

• We should not pause the need to teach content in this area. I think some students, if they are 
reading and writing about these topics, need explicit content instruction on cultural context, 
history, etc. to help frame their understanding of the topics we're requiring them to engage 
with. In an in-person class, I have done a short lesson but it's even better when students can 
teach other. In an online class, this could be achieved in a discussion post format where 
students share their experiences/definitions of terms/histories and students who are more 
naive to the topic could hopefully glean information and gain more awareness. I wouldn't want 
to call out students publicly necessarily, but I do think some students need overt clarification on 
what is and isn't appropriate, racist, microaggressive, etc. and I think it's our responsibility (if 
we're engaging with these topics) to provide that clarification directly to the student. 

• This is a tough question; in English classes, there's so much work to be done on the actual 
building of skills, that it can be difficult to work these kinds of concerns into the 
curriculum.  However, I think they CAN be, in assignments (both written AND discussion) as well 
as in the selection of readings/texts and in conversations we have with students outside of 
classes.    A short research assignment, or a response to a series of readings, or even just short 
thematic unit on racism/anti-racism in America could be helpful (or some combination of these); 
I think the college as a whole has a responsibility, too, at a more macro level, to provide 
programs to help newer immigrants adjust to their new home and gain multi-cultural literacy, 
perhaps in the areas of Counseling, HCD classes, ESL classes, etc.  
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• I'm working on a lab unit / course unit that approaches "race" discussions at different ESL 
levels.  
 
A huge part of understanding race is knowing the history of US race relations and the laws used 
against non-white members of society; another is recognizing deep inequities that exist - which 
to someone new here are invisible or "so much better than what I had in my country".  Finding 
out THEY are both poor and in a minority facing prejudice is surprising and confusing given the 
power of the American dream that pulled them here.  
 
Many of our students don't understand racial categorization here. 
 

• We can make racial dynamics and issues of power/oppression central to our course material, no 
matter what we are teaching. And I don't mean to change what we teach to some kind of "race 
curriculum." We could teach the exact same things, but be frank about racialized and gendered 
power when it is relevant to whatever is being learned and discussed. And it is ALWAYS relevant 
to whatever is being learned or discussed. 
 
We also need to constantly check ourselves for a tendency toward, for lack of a better word, 
paternalism. I know I have danced around issues of racialized power and white supremacy with 
immigrant students, especially those who are so grateful to be in the U.S. and feel like they won 
the lottery by being here in this great nation where everyone is equal and everything is possible. 
It's like I didn't want to be the one to disabuse them of the myths they clung to. What an odd 
thing for me to be putting myself in the position of deciding whether someone should hear ideas 
or not. 
 

• Include readings and assignments about current issues (BLM movement, history of police, etc) 
and provide a safe environment for students to ask questions 
 

• Talk directly about what is happening and give it as much history as we can.  Open up the 
discussion for questions.  Relate the discussion to ongoing racist strife in their countries to build 
empathy. 
 
Don't be afraid to use the word racism, racist acts, as well as anti-racist in these conversations. 
 
Focus on news word choices, "looters" vs. "protestors" to see how perspective can lean racist or 
anti-racist. 

------------------------------------------------- 

 What can a dean do to support our Black/African-American and Latinx students in particular? 

Your Answer: 

• This quiz is it - I think we need to hold ourselves as a division accountable and each individual 
instructor needs to know, and own, their data and then make concrete changes towards 
improving it. I really appreciate the chance to do this via the quiz. Just saying "look at your data" 
doesn't quite walk you through the steps so this quiz really helps. 
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• I don't think there should be room to hide and if we are committed to improving the success 
rate for are black/latinx students in our division we need to shine a spotlight on our course 
data.  I would hope the dean plays a role in holding each instructor accountable for their data. I 
would also hope that every instructor takes their data seriously and makes serious strides to 
improving their courses, the way they communicate with students, and how they adapt to serve 
a variety of types of students. So to get back to the question, the dean can continue to ask (and 
require as in the case of this quiz) instructors to examine their data and instructors should offer 
concrete steps they're doing in their self study to help mitigate our low success/high drop rates. 
 

• Continuing to offer PD and meetings to review data and brainstorm ways to help improve our 
classes, and improve ourselves, is also helpful! 
 

• Have a round table with them at least twice per year.  Ask them about their hopes and fears. 
Explain what a college education can do for them and their family; explain the discipline it takes 
to make those hopes and dreams a reality.  Invite them to special social gatherings in the 
department created with them in mind. Include them in the creation of programs that show 
promise in benefiting them. Create mentor/mentee opportunities with successful students, 
professors, and administrators who are members of these 2 groups who can model that 
discipline. Visit the surrounding feeder schools; sit in a class room and observe. It might be that 
sitting in the classroom will trigger unique bridging ideas that could help students once they 
leave the school environment and enter college. 
 

• I think that bringing up these topics in meetings and emails, having direct conversations with 
faculty, listening to and validating the experiences and issues that students bring up.  Maybe it 
would be helpful to visit classrooms to "demystify" the role of admin for students.  Maybe in the 
future hallway office hours once a week. 
 

• A dean can . . . continue to reiterate that our work IS to support our Black/African-American and 
Latinx students. Supporting these students is not separate work, or optional only for people who 
care, but it IS OUR work, and the way our dean approaches this so matter-of-factly is critical. 
Essentially it's about building a division culture in which we all help each other learn to see our 
students and our roles in the classroom in a very different way than we were trained. 
 
As someone who has been involved in PD at the college, I really see the limitations of 
professional development as a way to make significant change. Yes, it's important, but I've come 
to see that what really has to happen must happen through meaningful performance review. It 
seems like a lot of faculty are allowed to remain incredibly "behind the times" in terms of their 
discipline knowledge and pedagogy and awareness of innovations in instructional design and 
education theory. Simply focusing on the language in the contract that requires us to stay 
current would be a powerful first step, and would by necessity address issues of racial inequity. 
 
I think deans have to be willing to have hard conversations. We all have to. We protect each 
other so much in the name of professional courtesy. Obviously, deans can't just tell faculty they 
need to get their act together; there has got to be a support structure in place for faculty to 
work on the areas we most need to get up to speed on. Given that deans know a lot about what 
the faculty in their divisions need support with, it would be great if deans helped shape PD on 
the campus  - by recommending topics for a series, for example, or helping to create mentoring 
"pods" or small professional learning communities tailored to specific needs that faculty could 
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be "referred" to.  
 

• Make a video and invite comments.  Show them that you are on their side (too), and your 
office/zoom room is a safe place for them to talk about their educational experiences. 
 

• Make a newsletter, with a video from each Chair as well promoting student feedback, 
discussion, and success. 
 

• Have each class post your video for a . . . [division] focus. 
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